
2.4G Wireless Dimming & CCT Tunable Remote Controller

THE HANDHELD REMOTE CONTROLLER

* After turned on, the light will automatically detect the 0-10v dimmer to set brightness,it will get 
  100% brightness if no dimming signal to input the light.

* If use 0-10V dimmer to control, light brightness will convert to 0-10V dimmer’s current setting
   brightess.

* If use remote controller to control, light brightness will only change from its current brightness 
   rather than remote controller’s current setting brightness.

Turn on

Matching code for light

Release the code and disconnect light from remote controller

Group selecting button

Save button

Long pressing the button “ID” to keep remote controller’s indicator always on,
then turn on the light, release the button“ID” after the light flash twice,matching 
code finished.
Matching code for several lights at the same time is available.

Grouping Lights(need to finish matching code firstly)Turn off lights, keep 
pressing the group selecting button for 3s, then turn on light to finish grouping.

After selecting the color temperature, press the button “OFF” then turn on the light to save the 
color temperature.
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+ Keep pressing the button                           together, then turn on the light to 
finish releasing the code on the lights.

+

Long pressing the button "Save"to keep current brightness and color 
temperature. Turn off lights then turn on, recover the previous color 
temperature and brightness.

Handheld remote controller cannot be used directly as a switch, it should be 
used together with the switch.
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2.4G Wireless Dimming & CCT Tunable Remote Controller

THE WALL TYPE REMOTE CONTROLLER

* After 10 Seconds of each operation, it will enter the standby power saving mode. If you need to 
adjust again, please press the ON button,it works after the indicator flashes.

The matching method of hand-hold remote controller and wall-type remote controller
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Turn on

Lights code matching combination keys

Brightness adjustment

Pressing the buttons “ON” + “OFF” simultaneously to keep remote controller’s
indicator light always on, turn on the light for 2 Seconds then loosen the 
combination keys, matching code finished.Matching code with many lights at
the same time is available.

Press the CCTbutton,color temperature will circularly change among 3000K
/3500K/4000K/5000K.After shutting down it will save the current color
temperature.
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Wall-type remote controller cannot be used directly as a switch, it should be 
used together with the switch.

Long pressing the button "ON"to keep current brightness and color 
temperature. Turn off lights then turn on, recover the previous color 
temperature and brightness.

Remote control should match code with lamps seperately, after the hand-hold remote control coding is completed, 
if using the wall-type remote control to code again, it will replace the code of handheld remote control,then changing 
into a seperate control of the wall-type remote control.


